Severe Weather Outbreak
April 10, 2013

**Dudley Tornado**
PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE PADUCAH KY
637 PM CDT FRI APR 12 2013

...DAMAGE SURVEY RESULTS FOR DUDLEY MISSOURI...
* EVENT TYPE........EF0 TORNADO
* EVENT DATE.........WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
* EVENT TIME..........905 PM CDT
* EVENT LOCATION.....2 MILES NORTHWEST OF DUDLEY TO 2 MILES NORTH OF DUDLEY
* PEAK WIND.........75 MPH
* AVG. PATH WIDTH....40 YARDS
* PATH LENGTH.......1 MILE
* INJURIES...........NONE
* FATALITIES........NONE
* DAMAGE DETAIL......AT LEAST 4 CHICKEN HOUSES SUSTAINED ROOFING DAMAGE WITH REMOVAL OF METAL ROOFING AND SOME RAFTER DAMAGE. THE DEBRIS WAS CARRIED UP TO A MILE OR MORE.

SURVEYORS.......SHANKLIN/COOPER/STODDARD COUNTY 911

**Stoddard/Bollinger Counties Wind Damage**
PUBLIC INFORMATION STATEMENT
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE PADUCAH KY
628 PM CDT FRI APR 12 2013

...DAMAGE SURVEY RESULTS FOR STODDARD AND SOUTHERN BOLLINGER COUNTIES IN MISSOURI...
* EVENT TYPE........THUNDERSTORM WIND
* EVENT DATE.........WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
* EVENT TIME..........900-928 PM CDT
* EVENT LOCATION.....DAMAGE SPANNED FROM AROUND FISK NORTHEAST THROUGH AND EAST OF PUXICO TO NORTHEAST OF ZALMA.
* PEAK WIND.........80 MPH
* AVG. PATH WIDTH....4 MILES
* PATH LENGTH.......27 MILES
* INJURIES...........NONE
* FATALITIES........NONE
* DAMAGE DETAIL......SCATTERED DAMAGE CONSISTED OF UPROOTED TREES AND BROKEN TREE LIMBS...DOZENS OF HOMES WITH LOSS OF SHINGLES OR OTHER MINOR DAMAGE...1 BARN LEVELED...NUMEROUS DAMAGED OR DESTROYED SHEDS...AND ONE BUSINESS WITH LOSS OF IT’S ROOF (PUXICO). THE DAMAGE BEGAN AROUND 900 PM IN THE FISK AREA AND OCCURRED IN THE ZALMA AREA AROUND 928 PM.

SURVEYORS....SHANKLIN/COOPER/STODDARD COUNTY 911

**Butler County Tornado**

...DAMAGE SURVEY RESULTS FOR EAST BUTLER COUNTY MO STORM SURVEY...
THE FOLLOWING IS THE FINAL DAMAGE ASSESSMENT FOR THE EAST BUTLER COUNTY MO STORM SURVEY.

* EVENT TYPE........EF0 TORNADO
* EVENT DATE.........WEDNESDAY APRIL 10
* EVENT TIME..........858 PM CDT
* EVENT LOCATION.....6 MILES SOUTHEAST OF POPLAR BLUFF MO TO 6
MILES EAST OF POPLAR BLUFF
* PEAK WIND.........85 MPH
* AVG. PATH WIDTH....50 YARDS
* PATH LENGTH.......1.5 MILES
* INJURIES..........NONE
* FATALITIES........NONE
* DAMAGE DETAIL.....THE ROOFS AND SOME WALLS OF 2 SHEDS/BARNS
WERE REMOVED AND BLOWN SEVERAL HUNDRED YARDS. ADDITIONAL
STRAIGHT LINE WIND DAMAGE (MOBILE HOME UNDERPINNING, SMALL
TRAILOR OVERTURNED, SHED WITH ROOFING LOSS, SHINGLES OFF HOME) OCCURRED
JUST EAST OF THE TORNADO PATH.
SURVEYORS.......SHANKLIN/COOPER/STODDARD COUNTY 911

1 7/8” hail west of Dix, IL

Funnel seen northeast of Mount Vernon, IL
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Barn destroyed in Zalma, MO